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Abstract
A fundamental processing layer of modern deep neural networks is the 2D convolution. It applies a filter uniformly across the input, effectively creating feature detectors
that are translation invariant. In contrast, fully-connected layers are spatially selective,
allowing unique detectors across the input. However, full connectivity comes at the expense of an enormous number of free parameters to be trained, the associated difficulty in
learning without over-fitting, and the loss of spatial coherence. We introduce Contextual
Convolution Blocks, a novel method to create spatially selective feature detectors that are
locally translation invariant. This increases the expressive power of the network beyond
standard convolutional layers and allows learning unique filters for distinct regions of the
input. The filters no longer need to be discriminative in regions not likely to contain the
target features. This is a generalization of the Squeeze-and-Excitation architecture that
introduces minimal extra parameters. We provide experimental results on three datasets
and a thorough exploration into how the increased expressiveness is instantiated.
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Introduction

Modern deep neural networks rely on large sets of learned convolutions for image and video
processing tasks. The convolution operator learns translation invariant features across the
spatial dimensions at each layer. When applied hierarchically, the detection of numerous
features found in spatially local neighborhoods across the image are integrated in subsequent layers. This integration occurs through expanding regions as information is mixed
through deeper layers. The benefits of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been
demonstrated over three decades of study [16, 17, 18, 26, 30, 33].
Perhaps the most ubiquitous avenue of research within the neural network community is
the development of more powerful network architectures. The architecture model dictates
the features that are developed within the hidden layers by specifying how the co-occurrences
and spatial correlations are captured. In this paper, we present a novel method to incorporate
both spatial- and channel-focusing using a single, easily trained module, the Contextual
Convolution Block (CC-block). The CC-block allows the network to emphasize featuredetectors in learned spatial regions of the input image. This gives the network the expressive
power to maintain the translation invariant properties of convolutions where beneficial while
simultaneously considering the image context, all using far fewer parameters than fullyconnected layers. The primary contributions of this paper are:
c 2020. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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• A novel combination of fully-connected and convolution layers. The CC-block creates detectors that (a) are effectively locally translation invariant, a feature not present
in fully-connected layers, and (b) can be applied spatially selectively, a feature not
present in convolution layers.
• Demonstrating how the CC-block can be instantiated with minimal extra parameters.
• We frame this work as a generalization of the SE-block [11] with spatial processing.
• As a secondary benefit, we present a method for learning filter weightings during training that are not dependent on the inputs at inference-time. Though counter-intuitive,
these effectively constant filter weightings provide improvements in accuracy.

1.1

Representative Related Work

One of the early building blocks of modern neural architectures that integrated multi-scale
convolutional features was the Inception architectures [30]. Since then, neural networks have
grown rapidly in depth and size, for example the sizes of VGGNets to ResNet-152 and then
residual attention networks [2, 10, 27, 35]. These increasingly deep architectures provide
ample opportunity for continuous recalibration of the importance of information, for which
various explicit methods have been proposed. For example, Highway Networks [29] use
gates to control flow in shortcut connections. In other architectures, multiple and selective
propagation path networks have been explored [6, 12, 31]. Past studies have analyzed layers
independently as well as in groups [8, 14]. Increased depth has also provided the means to
integrate information from across the image; this has been particularly useful in tasks that
required the synthesis of images or textures [22, 25].
Traditional attention mechanisms apply a learned multiplicative or gating value to bias
processing towards some features or away from others [13, 24, 39]. Attention mechanisms
have performed well in numerous applications including sequence learning [38], image understanding and medical diagnosis [3], and captioning [4, 37]; the latter of which also uses
channel-wise attention. Transformers are large networks that use positional encoding in a
self-attention mechanism [34] with success in text processing [1] as well as image understanding and image generation [5, 23]. Squeeze-and-Excitation networks [11] use aspects
of both, leveraging traditional attention by acting directly on the input while applying selfattention to gate individual channels of a CNN, an idea we will further extend.
In a CNN, each convolutional filter produces a single-channel activation image that becomes part of the inputs for the next layer. Under the hypothesis that some channels may
be more important than others, the Squeeze-and-Excitation network’s SE-block provides a
lightweight architecture for (de-)emphasizing individual channels. Each channel is gated by
a scalar multiplier derived from the layer’s input. Approaches that use the SE-block have
been deployed in a variety of scenarios including super resolution [7], removing rain from
images [20] and medical diagnosis [19]. The EfficientNet framework has also employed the
SE-block with state-of-the-art results on ImageNet [9, 32].
The SE-block is the closest related work to ours, both in implementation and purpose;
we will contrast our approach with it throughout this paper. There have been other recent
studies that examined the difficulties in extracting and preserving spatial information within
CNNs. For example, [15] demonstrates a clever method to extract position information
from CNNs by exploiting boundary effects on convolutions that are learned with standard
finite sized inputs. [36] and [21] present methods to re-introduce spatial information into
convolutions through the use of explicit position encoding channels. These studies have
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Figure 1: Spatial and channel excitation in the CC-block. (1) A standard CNN Convolution
layer. (2) A single scalar multiplier P c is produced per channel, gating the layer’s input
channels independently. (3) A mixing transform shares information across channels. This is
similar to the Squeeze-and-Excitation block of [11]. (4) Our work: rather than gating entire
channels with one scalar, we gate spatially using a spatial excitation map, S . #4 without
mixing is also attempted; it is not shown for space considerations.
shown that maintaining spatial information in CNNs has benefits in classification, image
synthesis and reinforcement learning tasks. In our work, we demonstrate a novel procedure
in which the network determines both which spatial information is necessary to maintain and
how to use it as a weighting for each layers’ features.

2

Contextual Convolution Blocks

The Contextual Convolution Block (CC-block) is a series of network layers that compute
soft attention on both the spatial and channel dimensions of its input. Internally, it learns a
network that outputs just a few coefficients that become inputs to a spatial gating function.
Figure 1 shows three possible designs of a CC-block.
We define the input of size (W × H) with C channels as X ∈ RW ×H×C . In Figure 1(#4),
X is modified by a channel-wise transform C H and a mixing transform M I X , producing
our few coefficients. The coefficients are then rendered as a soft-gating excitation map the
same size as the input (W × H ×C) using a pre-defined function; we will refer to this as the
E M P ). The composition of these steps, S (X
X ) = E MP ◦
Excitation Map Producer module (E
C H (X
X ) where ◦ is function composition, is element-wise multiplied by the input,
M I X ◦C
X ) × X = E M P ◦ M I X ◦C
C H (X
X)×X
CC-block(X) = S (X

(1)
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C H 1 ...C
C H C }. E M P =
C H operates on channels independently so is decomposed as C H = {C
E M P 1 ...E
E M PC } is also a channel-wise operation, akin to depthwise separable convolu{E
tions [8]. All cross-channel communication, when it is used, is encompassed in M I X .
The Squeeze-and-Excitation [11] architecture fits well within this model, see Figure 1(#3).
The squeeze is a channel-wise transform, like our C H . It creates a single scalar summary
statistic per channel using a non-learned global average pool operation that intentionally
drops any spatial information. The squeeze operation is followed by the channel recalibration step, like our M I X , that communicates across channels. It employs two fully-connected
layers with relu and sigmoid activations, respectively, to create an excitation vector of values
between {0...1}, M ∈ {0...1}C , analogous to P in Figure 1(#3). To recalibrate the channels,
SE-block broadcasts M across the spatial dimensions and multiplies it by the input X . This
performs a selective excitation, or soft attention, on the individual channels of X .
We draw attention to two aspects of SE-block’s channel recalibration. First, note that it
trivially maintains the translation invariance of the convolution layer by applying a uniform
multiplier across all pixels in a channel. Second, note that M is itself a function of X . As
such, the excitation is dynamic — it is based on the input, and can be regarded as a selfattention function that operates at the granularity of individual channels.
Unlike SE-block, CC-block is spatially selective, similar to a fully-connected layer. To
avoid the excessive number of learned weights in fully-connected layers, we allow only a
P1 ...P
PC }, to the excitation map producer E M P , where
few input values per channel, P = {P
Pc |  W × H. The E M P maps these few coefficients to the full
the number of E M P inputs |P
W × H size. In contrast, SE-block’s M parameter is a per-channel multiplier that is applied
Pc | = 1. As such, CC-block is a relaxation of
uniformly to the entire channel, analogous to |P
SE-block. We will provide quantitative evidence that the extra spatial expressiveness is used
effectively in the CC-blocks.
To approximate the translation invariance of a traditional convolutional layer in CCblock, we select a function for E M P that varies only slightly locally while still being globally spatially selective. Thus, CC-block approximates local translation invariance. We experimented with a variety of low-coefficient functions for the E M P (see Section 3.1.2). The
simplest and the best performing was a bilinear interpolation from the image corners; we use
it in the experiments below. This is used to create a smooth two-dimensional gradient across
the input channel through a standard bilinear interpolation where, per channel, c, the inputs
to E M P c are P c = {initialcw , endcw , initialch , endch }. The interpolation is therefore:
fc (x, y) = (initialcw × (W − x)/W + endcw × x/W ) × (initialch × (H − y)/H + endch × y/H)

(2)

Many of the extra network weights in the CC-block are devoted to the cross channel
mixing, M I X . Here, information across channels is integrated. In the experiments in which
P| = |P
Pc | ∗ C values. In the experiments in which M I X is not
M I X is used, it outputs |P
X ) = E M P ◦ C H (X
X ), where all operations are channel-wise. To
used, we instead define S (X
X 1 ...X
XC}
further emphasize the channel independence, we can slice S = {SS 1 ...SSC } and X = {X
X c ) = E M P c ◦C
C H c (X
X c ), where each C H c directly produces the inputs to the
and write S c (X
Pc | values). As defined by [11], the SE-block employs cross-channel mixing. In
E M P (|P
the experimental section, we will explicitly examine how important this is to achieve the
performance improvements.
Figure 2(A) shows a more detailed CC-block-Full design containing all the features of
our implementation. To minimize the number of extra parameters introduced by the CCblock, the first step is to downsample the full W × H channel to 11 × 11 (or not change if
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Figure 2: A fully expanded CC-block(top). Solid lines are learned layers and dashed are
data-flow. C H is composed of 2 hidden layers, each applying a fully-connected layer to each
channel independently. S is then multiplied by X to produce the output. Bottom: Reduced
CC-block that uses neither C H nor M I X . Experiments will be conducted with both A & B.
the channel is smaller) using a nearest-neighbor image resize. The size is not a sensitive
parameter; other sizes yielded similar findings. C H is implemented as two per-channel
hidden layers. M I X is a fully connected layer taking the concatenation of all the per-channel
P| values described in the previous paragraph.
outputs from C H and outputs the |P
All the components of CC-block are differentiable. Training a system that uses CCblocks proceeds exactly the same as networks that do not – the CC-blocks are trained simultaneously with any other layers using standard SGD.

2.1

A Step Back: Input-Independent CC-block

Before presenting the experiments with our complete system, we briefly examine the underlying assumptions of our model. The authors of [11] suggest that the dynamic reweighting
behavior enhances the representational power of the network. Let’s re-examine this fundamental assumption by hobbling our system to create an even simpler one. With a modification to Figure 1(#4), we create a version of the system that retains the full spatial and
channel excitation map but is independent of the actual inputs, see Figure 3. This is done
by altering P : instead of making the coefficients P a function of the inputs, they are directly
learned in training.1 Then, to remove any dependence on the input, we redefine S = E M P ,
X ) = E M P × X . Since the excitation map S has no dependence on X , it
making CC-block(X
is constant at inference time.
Why might this simplified system work where a CNN might struggle? The answer lies
in the training dynamics with this more expressive architecture, which is best illustrated by
an example. Let us consider the sample task of face recognition with pre-aligned faces. A
typical feature detector to emerge in these systems is one that detects eyes. However, when
such a translation invariant detector is applied across the entire image, the shape will also
1 Training these input-independent coefficients is accomplished through the usual back-propagation through the
excitation map, S . Conceptually, it is similar to training the parameters of a spatially dependent bias term.
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Figure 3: Input independent recalibration. The excitation map is constant at inference.
Table 1: Underlying Network Architectures for Experiments
Dataset
MNIST
CIFAR-10
CIFAR-100

CNN Layers
[Conv2D(3x3, relu), MaxPool(4x4)] repeated twice
[Conv2D(3x3, relu), MaxPool(2x2)] repeated four times
[Conv2D(3x3, relu), Conv2D(3x3, relu), MaxPool(2x2)] four times

Output Shape
(2, 2, 192)
(2, 2, 384)
(2, 2, 384)

trigger on various poses of the mouth. Therefore, in standard CNNs, the actual detector developed must be good at both recognizing eyes and not triggering false-positives on mouths.
By adding the CC-block and simultaneously learning spatial excitation maps per channel,
the network can learn the specific portion of an image to which a filter should be applied.
With this added expressiveness, specific filters, such as the eye detector, can be weighted
more heavily in the top half of the image. This makes the learning problem simpler, even
when the mechanisms at inference are input-independent. Such a need for spatial selectivity
is also found in a variety of images detection tasks in which the image is not pre-aligned;
elements such as blue skies, green grass, pavement, etc., have strong spatial priors that are
easily exploited. We will include experiments using an input-independent CC-block next.

3

Experiments

In this section, we empirically evaluate the CC-block using simple VGG-like CNNs [28],
shown in Table 1, on the MNIST, CIFAR-10, and CIFAR-100 datasets. We vary the number
of channels output by the first Conv2D to experiment with different numbers of learned
weights in the CNN, selecting from {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 48}. The number of channels
then doubles (quadruples for MNIST) in the output of each Conv2D following a MaxPool.
In Table 1, the "Output Shape" is the (W, H,C) of the output of the final MaxPool in the case
where we choose 48 channels of output (our largest network) for the first Conv2D.
In every experimental trial, the head of the CNN is two fully-connected layers: FC(128,
relu) and FC(num_classes, softmax). In our experiments that use the CC-block, it appears
after every Conv2D through the entire network. The only modification from Figure 2 is that
P)/2 + 1 to force the coeffiinput-dependent CC-blocks modify the E M P input to be tanh(P
cients into the range {0.5...1.5}. This range was chosen because the gating/recalibration is
multiplicative, and this centers the gating around 1.0 — a simple pass-through. Other ranges
were tried, including {−1...1}; based on extensive testing, this range performed best.
Numerous empirical studies with architectures and settings for the CC-block were attempted, starting with the architecture in Figure 2 and successively removing portions to
whittle down the number of extra parameters. The full suite of 5 experiments are:
1. Standard: Standard CNN with no CC-blocks.
Pc | = 1 so there is no spatial selectivity.
2. Scalar Recalibration: As in Figure 1(#2), we use |P
This mimics the SE-block functionality.
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Figure 4: Top Row: Results from the 4 methods on MNIST, CIFAR-10, and CIFAR-100.
Bottom Row: Results when the role of test and training sets are reversed – an opportunity to
see how the systems compare in the presence of far less training data.
3. CC-block-Full: Our approach in Figure 2(A) that uses both spatial and channel excitation,
Pc | = 4. This is a direct extension to above with our spatial approach.
|P
4. CC-block-Reduced: The reduced version of CC-block (Figure 2(B)) in which both C H and
M I X are removed. The downsampled channels directly create P .
5. Input-independent CC-block: Excitation is spatial, like CC-block, but constant at inference
time (Figure 3). As a reminder, this is an ablative study.

In addition to the standard method of using these three datasets, we also repeated the
entire set of experiments reversing the roles of the training and testing sets. In this manner,
we examine the accuracies in the presence of much smaller training sets. In Figure 4, we
present top-1 accuracy as a function of the number of learned weights (X-axis); this accounts
for the weights required for the extra functionality.
Even though the performance of CC-block-Full and CC-block-Reduced are similar when
using the same number of channels, when measuring the number of trainable parameters,
CC-block-Full performs worse. We omit the results from CC-block-Full in the graphs in the
interest of readability and will return to it in the ablative studies in the next section.
In the easiest task, MNIST, whether standard or reversed training/test sets, the task is easy
enough for all the networks that the accuracies are largely indistinguishable until almost 105
weights are used, in which case the recalibration-based approaches start to do better.
In the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 tests, a clear pattern of performance emerges early
and holds across both datasets and both the standard and reversed train/test set experiments.
As the number of weights increases, the performance of the standard CNN (blue circles)
does not keep up with the other three approaches. The best performance is achieved using CC-block-Reduced (green diamonds). Using Scalar Recalibration rather than CC-blockReduced’s spatial excitation map performs second best. The Input-independent CC-block,
that creates a constant excitation map per channel, also out-performs standard CNNs.
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Several points should be noted about the experiments. First, the trends are consistent
even when there are many fewer training examples in the reversed train/test trials. Second,
the performance above standard CNNs grows as the number of trainable weights grows.
Third, we verified the result that even when the recalibration is not dynamic, and is independent of the input (Input-independent CC-block), performance improves. This intriguing
finding implies that either the network learns different features and/or it learns the same features but that they are spatially recalibrated. Delving deeper, we performed an additional
experiment in which we replaced spatial recalibrations with the simple scalar recalibrations
Pc | = 1) – e.g. a static per channel weighting. Surprisingly, this also
found in SE-block (|P
yielded improvement over no-recalibration networks. What does this mean? The dynamic
nature of the recalibrations is most likely not the sole contributor to the improved performance, as is commonly thought, neither in SE-block nor in CC-block. Rather, the network
learns an alternate set of features than it would in the absence of expressive power afforded
by either of the recalibration schemes. Next, we delve deeper into how the spatial recalibration is actually used within the network.

3.1

Analysis

To gain an understanding into how the CC-block recalibrations improve performance, let us
examine how much they modify the network’s processing. First, we measure how much
spatial re-adjustment is made by each filter. For each channel (in every layer), we examine
the absolute differences |initialcw − endcw | and |initialch − endch |. If there is a large difference
between the initial and end values then the range of adjustments, or "tilt", in the corresponding spatial dimension is large. The distribution of tilts for all the channels in the network are
shown in Figure 5(a). Second, we examine the magnitude of the recalibration. Recall that
the values in P have ranges of {0.5...1.5}. An average value of 1.0 indicates the average
recalibration is identity while values farther from 1.0 indicate a larger magnitude of the av-

a.

b.

e. Class-based pair-wise similarity
of P, ClassDiffu,v .
See Eqn 3.

c.

d.

Figure 5: (a,b) Tilt and magnitude of the recalibration described by P in the CIFAR-10
network in Table 1. (c,d) Same analysis with an 8 layer network (0=first layer after inputs,
7=last layer before fully-connected portion of classification). Statistical outliers omitted. (e)
When examined by all pairs of classes, there is a strong distinction of values in P across
network layers: different classes are unlikely to produce the same values of P .
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erage recalibration. For each filter, we compute (initialcw + endcw )/2 and (initialch + endch )/2
and plot the absolute difference from 1.0; see Figure 5(b).
In the early layers of the network’s computation (lower numbers), there is little tilt, but a
high magnitude, meaning that the recalibration is more akin to Squeeze-and-Excitation networks — little spatial variation, but large changes due to excitation. However, the opposite
holds true deeper in the network (right side of each graph). The magnitude decreases but the
tilt, or the amount of spatial variation, increases – thereby using more of the expressive power
introduced in the CC-block. These measurements were conducted using CC-block-Reduced
and CIFAR-10 (see Table 1). To verify these trends, we repeated the same experiments using an 8-layer version of the CIFAR-10 network. Results are shown in Figure 5(c&d). The
same strong trends are visible in both measurements. Note that the whiskers of the box plots
indicate a large range of values. This corresponds well to intuition; some filters trigger for
some examples/classes, while others do not. We verify this next.
A second analysis attempts to uncover the sensitivity of CC-block to different input examples. Specifically, we examine whether examples from different classes produce different
values in P . Using the 8-layer CIFAR-10 network, we bucket examples by their class and
compute the channel distribution of each value in P within each class, Dclass . P c = 4 and
there are 179 channels across the 8 CC-blocks so each example produces 4 × 179 = 716
values in P . Accordingly, there are also 716 distributions in each class in Dclass . The channel distributions for each pair of classes, (Du ∈ Dclass , Dv ∈ Dclass ), are compared using a
Mann-Whitney test, a non-parametric test of the difference of distributions.
(
1, if MannW hitney(di , d j ) < 0.01
ClassDiffu,v = ∑ ∑
0,
otherwise
di ∈Du d j ∈Dv

(3)

The pairwise results are shown in Figure 5(e). In the special case of the diagonal (u = v),
the examples are split in two equal halves and the same process repeated. The diagonal distributions are correctly recognized as much more similar than the off-diagonal distributions,
showing the spatial recalibration is strongly dependent on the specific class being inferred.
3.1.1

Network Ablation: CC-block-Full to CC-block-Reduced

A number of ablative experiments were conducted using CIFAR-100. Here, we summarize our most interesting and counter-intuitive results; see Figure 6. The original SE-block
employs a squeeze operation, analogous to our C H , as well as a channel recalibration step
analogous to our M I X . Surprisingly, we found that neither of these blocks were necessary
for good performance. Rather, they often hurt the final classifications. The smallest architecture — without C H and M I X layers — performed best. It will be interesting to determine

Figure 6:

Ablation study.
Three versions of CC-blockFull: (a) with C H and M I X ,
(b) without M I X , and (c) without C H . CC-block-Reduced is
also shown; from Figure 2(B).
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if, and how, this finding changes as problem complexity increases. This is left for future
exploration, as are its ramifications to current SE-block practice.
3.1.2

Alternative EMPs

In the results presented thus far, we employed bilinear interpolation in the E M P . Other lowcoefficient bases were also tried; Table 2 shows two alternatives, 2D-Gaussians and 2D-Sine,
both with 4 coefficients. The results with these on CIFAR-100 (Table 1 with 32 channels)
are shown in Table 3. As with the original CC-block, the values of P were offset to force the
coefficients into the range {0.5...1.5}. The bilinear E M P was both the simplest and had the
best performance; therefore was used in our full system.
Table 2: Two alternative E M P functions.

Function
2D-Gaussian
2D-Sine

Inputs P c
{µcw , σcw , µch , σch }
{νcw , φcw , νch , φch }

fc (x, y)
(G(x|µcw , σcw ) + 0.5) ∗ (G(y|µch , σch ) + 0.5)
(sin(νcw × x + φcw )/2 + 1) ∗ (sin(νch × y + φch )/2 + 1)

Table 3: Different E M P functions on Table 1’s CIFAR-100 architecture (32 channels).
Variant
CC-block (bilinear)
Input-independent CC-block (bilinear)
Input-independent CC-block using 2D-Gaussian
Input-independent CC-block using 2D-Sine

4

Parameters
1.5M
1.3M
1.3M
1.3M

Accuracy
62.5%
60.7%
59.4%
57.1%

Conclusions

We have presented a novel method for dynamically recalibrating distinct regions of each
individual channel within each layer of deep CNNs. This increases the expressiveness of
Squeeze and Excitation networks by learning spatial selectivity. By using a simple architecture and a non-learned, low-parameter E M P function to approximate local translation
invariance, the number of added weights is minimized. Nonetheless, even when the cost of
the small number of additional weights is considered, the CC-block shows consistent improvement over standard CNNs with no recalibration as well as over CNNs with the scalar
recalibration like SE-block.
We also presented detailed experimental insights into why the improvements are so consistent. The commonly accepted notion that dynamic recalibration of the channels is responsible for the improved performance in SE-block (and by extension CC-block) is only part of
the explanation. Rather, the features that are learned by networks with the ability to spatially recalibrate the channels are different than those learned without this expressive power.
Lastly, through our ablative studies, we found that the even a reduced CC-block, one that
does not utilize cross-channel information, worked as well as, and often better than, those
with cross channel mixing. This counter-intuitive finding is relevant to CC-block and has
implications for SE-block — simple, small-parameter architectures are sufficient.
Numerous avenues are open for future exploration. Three immediate areas include: (1)
Measuring the contributions of the CC-block as a function of problem difficulty and network capacity and demonstrating our results on larger problems such as ImageNet with
ResNet [10]; (2) The use of the CC-block in post-training regimes, e.g. for either network refinement or domain transfer; and (3) In terms of network analysis, visualizing the differences
of features learned in networks with and without the CC-block.
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